
Eritrean women refugees as "victim- - 
ized rather than as victims, and as 
active shapers of their personal and 
collective lives" (1 6). 
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Moving to greater heights 
and knowing the thrill as you return 
to the faithful earth once more, 
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to rival the on-coming air. 
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The Association for Research on Mothering invites membership from individuals interested in issues related 
to mothers and mothering, including: 

The sky at your back was sombre but you 
were bathed in a sunlit-shaft. Behind you 
the past and a guardian figure holding 
the ropes striving to limit the heights 
you knew you could attain. And beneath 
the provocative rustle of petticoat 
and branches the waiting world adored you. 
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conference; book review of Redefining Mothering: Changing Patterns and Identities, edited by Sharon Abbey and 
Andrea O'Reilly (Second Story Press); a bibliography of 1998 publications on motherhood; a member's profile (TBA); 

a list of upcoming events/conferences; an editorial page; news commentary and lots more 
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